We carry out the one-loop calculation of mass dependent O(a) improvement coefficients in the relativistic heavy quark action recently proposed, employing the ordinary perturbation theory with the fictitious gluon mass as an infrared regulator. We also determine renormalization factors and improvement coefficients for the axial-vector current at the one-loop level. It is shown that the improvement coefficients are infrared finite at the one-loop level if and only if the improvement coefficients in the action are properly tuned at the tree level.
INTRODUCTION
While, in principle, lattice QCD allows a precise determination of weak matrix elements associated with the B and D mesons, c-and b-quarks are too heavy to treat directly in current numerical simulations due to large O(m Q a) errors.
Recently, a new relativistic approach to control m Q a errors was proposed from the view point of the on-shell O(a) improvement program assuming m Q ≫ Λ QCD [1, 2] . The action is given by
where we are allowed to choose r t = 1 and other four parameters ν, r s , c E and c B are analytic functions of m Q a and the gauge coupling g. Once a nonperturbative adjustment of four parameters ν, r s , c E and c B is achieved, the remaining cutoff effects are reduced to be O((aΛ QCD ) 2 ). In this report we present a perturbative determination of c E and c B up to the one-loop level (see Ref. [2] for details). In addition we calculate the renormalization factors and the O(a) improvement coefficients for the axial-vector current at the one-loop level.
DETERMINATION OF c E AND c B AT THE ONE-LOOP LEVEL
We determine c E = c
B from the on-shell quark-quark scattering amplitude. In the massless case, c SW is successfully determined up to the one-loop level employing the conventional perturbation theory with the fictitious gluon mass as an infrared regulator [3] . We extend this calculation to the massive case. Since the tree level determination of c E and c B in the massive case is already performed in Ref. [1] , next step is to calculate six types of one-loop diagrams depicted in Fig. 1 .
We first consider to calculate c
B . Without the space-time symmetry the general form of the off-shell vertex function at the one-loop level is written as
where 
k (p, q, m) by the on-shell quark states u(p) andū(q), which satisfy p /u(p) = im p u(p) and u(q)q / = im pū (q), the matrix element is reduced tō
where we use the relations among
constrained by the charge conjugation symmetry. The relevant term for the determination of c B is the last one in eq.(3), whose coefficient can be extracted by setting p = p * ≡ (p 0 = im p , p i = 0) and q = q * ≡ (q 0 = im p , q i = 0) in eq. (2):
We should remark that the second term in eq. 
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The infrared behavior of eq.(4) is investigated by expanding the inner loop momentum in Fig. 1 around zero. The infrared divergence is found to be E is determined free from the infrared divergence. Results for c 
O(a)
IMPROVEMENT OF THE AXIAL-VECTOR CURRENT We consider the heavy-light axial-vector current A µ . Without space-time symmetry, the renormalized operator A latt,R µ (x) with the O(a) improvement is written as 
where Z 
